Longarm Quilting Services

Julie Belin

435 Fire Trail Road
Linden, Virginia 22642
703-615-1030
blueoaksquilting@yahoo.com

Order # _____________________
Date Received ______________________
Date Promised _______________________

Name: ________________________________ email: ___________________________________
Address: _______________________________________ City: ___________________________
State: _________ Zip: _________ Telephone: ________________________
Quilt Name: ______________________________________________________________________
Quilt Width: _____________ Quilt Length: ____________ Total Square Inches: ____________
Backing - Width: __________ Length: __________

Batting Type: _____________________

Thread Color: _____________ Quilt Pattern / Design: ___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Batting: per linear foot
Soft n Crafty 100% cotton
Hobbs Heirloom 80/20 cotton/poly
Hobbs Tuscany 20/80 wool/cotton
Hobbs Tuscany 100% washable wool
Quilting: per square inch
Loose Edge-to-Edge Meander
Edge-to-Edge Pantograph
Custom Design: separate designs for
blocks, ditching, sashing, and special
fill effects. Prices vary upon complexity.
Additional Services
Squaring up the back
Pressing
Piecing Back (per seam)

$3 / lin ft
$3 / lin ft
$4 / lin ft
$5 / lin ft
$0.02
$0.025
starting at
$0.035
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00

Binding: based on straight edge binding per linear inch
Machine binding: attach to back,
machine stitch on front
$0.30
Attach binding to front
$0.15
Square & Trim:

no trim / trim to quilt edge / trim to 1”
Total Cost:

I agree with the terms and conditions on the back.
Signature

Date

Thoroughly press the quilt top and backing. Quilt seams should lie flat and be pressed to one side
when possible to ensure even quilting. Clip all loose threads on both sides of the quilt top. Loose
threads could show through the finished quilt. The quilt top should be square and lie flat. If the
borders are wavy, I may or may not be able to complete your quilt. Batting and squared backing must
be at least 4” larger than the quilt top on all 4 edges. Do not baste, pin or tack your quilt together - just
fold each piece.
Trimming your quilt is a complimentary service. Please notify me if you would prefer not to have your
quilt trimmed. Leftover backing & batting will be returned to you.
Fullness Disclaimer: Fullness and/or puckers within a quilt and its borders cannot be quilted out.
There are no guarantees that puckers and tucks won’t be sewn in. In some cases, excessive fullness
in borders may result in the quilt corners not being square. The flatter the quilt top is, the better the
finished quilt will be.
Mechanical Disclaimer: Please be aware that sewing machines, including longarm machines, are
mechanical devices. Although I will do my best to ensure perfect results every time, on very rare
occasions mechanical problems can occur which may cause minor damage to a quilt top and/or
backing.

I have read, understand, and agree with the contents of the order form. I also understand that Blue
Oaks Quilting, LLC will not be held responsible for quilting problems that are due to piecing problems
in the top.
I understand my quilt will be given the best of care while at Blue Oaks Quilting, LLC. I will not hold
Blue Oaks Quilting, LLC, or Julie Belin, liable for any damage that occurs to the quilt while it is in her
possession.
I understand that no refunds will be made once the quilt is completed. Anything that does not meet
my approval will be brought to the attention of Blue Oaks Quilting, LLC within two weeks of receiving
the quilt. I further understand that every reasonable attempt will be made to rectify the problem.
I agree that if this quilt is entered in any show, credit will be given to Julie Belin of Blue Oaks Quilting,
LLC for the actual quilting. As a courtesy, I will notify Blue Oaks Quilting, LLC if the quilt receives
recognition or an award. I agree that photographs of this quilt may be posted to social media.

